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SUCCESS STORIES

In today’s highly competitive environment, with decreasing margins and uncertain growth prospects, financial institutions must 
distinguish themselves through superior products, processes and customer experience to attract and retain high quality customers. 
Despite the heavy focus on customer service initiatives, however, banks continue to struggle to close the gap between customer 
expectations and the actual experience which is delivered.

At LoBue, we find many of today’s banks lack a comprehensive and consistent strategy in managing their customer experience. 
Among the key challenges:

§ No clearly defined strategic or target customer experience model

§ An inadequate understanding of the key customer touch-points

§ Lack of  a tactical plan to implement experience enhancements to key customer touch-points, or lack of buy-in from 

management

§ Unclear definitions and ownership responsibility for measuring and managing ongoing customer experience 

§ Mistaking service expansion through technology with service enhancement

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OPTIMIZATION (CxO)



§ Only with the right approach for managing service can excellent customer service be consistently delivered.  

§ A business must recognize every opportunity to provide service and build customer-driven processes to support the strategy.

§ LoBue's Customer Experience Optimization program (CxO) is a unique approach honed from the learning and the experience 

gained during more than 400+ successful projects in the financial services sector.

The methodology assists with the identification, measurement and management of service levels throughout the key 

customer touch points in the organization. 

§ The program is designed to enhance the management process of the bank and places focus on making change for the benefit 

of the customer, in order to drive satisfaction, retention, and ultimately revenue.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OPTIMIZATION (CxO)
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§ Full repositioning of distribution system as sales and 
service outlets

§ Re-engineered entire Retail processing environment, 
while establishing central operations and shared 
services

§ Centralized lending unit to increase service quality for 
all consumer asset products

§ Enhanced existing contact center for additional 
volume migration and transaction capability

§ Rationalized entire product and sales organization to 
streamline processing and focus on customers

§ Performed a Customer Touch Point analysis to define 
customer experience and prioritize change 
deployments

§ Developed a robust Sales and Service Management 
Process for active management of ongoing Customer 
Experience

LoBue Successes Story # 1 - Large Retail Bank in UAE 
Branch and Operations Service & Process Transformation

THE OPPORTUNITY

§ Branch staffing requirements were reduced by 25%

§ Consumer operations staffing requirements were 
reduced by 12%

§ Average wait time in branches reduced by 33%

§ Redirected branch calls to Contact Center, absorbing 
50% volume increase with no additional staff

§ Centralized credit/streamlined process reduced TAT 
to <1.5 days and exception rate from 48% to < 20% 
within 1 month

§ Performance management with actionable reporting 
process for customer wait and TATs providing 
expanded visibility to management

§ New regional organization structure built for Sales 
and Service Management yielding much-improved 
sales effectiveness

§ The bank was faced with significant new competition 
from new entrants & gov’t policy changes

§ There were challenges and issues with a new core 
system implementation, and a failed previous 
centralization program

§ Segmentation policy focused on the number of 
customers, as opposed to the value of each 
customer/segment

§ Customer wait times in the branches were at 
unacceptable levels - turn around times (TATs)  for all 
activities were not meeting customer demands & 
lagging market leaders significantly

§ Competitor banks were poaching valued customers 
based on these deteriorating service standards

CURRENT STATE BENEFITS
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§ Optimizing the customer experience to promote 
customer loyalty and business growth

§ Deploy a Voice of Customer exercise to capture 
market requirements and reflect within reengineered 
operating model

§ Design and implementation of a best-in-class product 
and service origination process

§ Design and implementation of a Governance 
Methodology that will institutionalize service 
management and customer experience driven 
processes

§ Create best in class service and delivery platforms in 
support of all key origination and product fulfillment 
customer touch-points

LoBue Successes Story # 2 - Islamic Bank in Kuwait 
Retail Banking Service & Process Transformation and Customer Experience Optimization

THE OPPORTUNITY

§ Improved customer service and sales focus 
throughout major customer touch-points

§ Transformation of customer support groups from 
reactive transactors to value participants in key 
fulfillment processes

§ Visibility and improved cycle times for all key 
customer products and services

§ Capacity and platform to absorb significant new 
business development volumes

§ Consistency in service and operations delivery 
throughout the effected channels

§ Certainty of service standards through KPIs and SLAs 
for key process and service functions.

§ Efficiency through rationalized process design and 
ownership

§ The bank was looking to transform its Retail products 
and processes to move away from the traditional task 
focused approach to a customer centric approach

§ Process inconsistencies with long turn around times 
for all key origination and product fulfillment created 
a negative customer experience 

§ Long customer wait times in the branches caused 
customer services unsatisfaction 

§ No established process for handling customer 
complaints and required feedback 

§ No proper tracking and mechanism for customer 
complaints process 

CURRENT STATE BENEFITS
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• LoBue recommended significant organizational and 
process changes, including a fundamental 
redefinition of all branch-based roles, the 
elimination of front-office processing activity and the 
complete migration of credit fulfillment from the 
branch into dedicated shared service centers

• The definition of a new customer segmentation 
model and the creation of a dedicated priority 
banking branch to serve high net worth individuals

• Redesign of branches to promote alternative channel 
usage, enhance queue management and foster a 
sales culture

• Centralize credit processing to improve application-
to-disbursement turnaround time, ensure 
appropriate enforcement of credit policy (enhancing 
portfolio quality), and generating significant 
additional capacity at the front office to cross-sell 
and manage relationships

SUCCESS STORIES
LoBue Successes Story # 3 - Large and Leading Bank in Oman 

Customer Experience Optimization

THE OPPORTUNITY

§ Implemented RPA and system enhancements to 
improve customer experience KPIs

§ Centralized four regional credit processing centers 
leading to a shift in branch culture - Staffing 
requirements in the branch network reduced by 24%, 
while Loan Sales in Branches increased by 91%

§ All incoming branch calls were diverted to the call 
center, and credit functions were centralized - loan 
application processing times reduced to an average of 
less than 15 minutes

§ New automated reporting was implemented for all 
levels of the organization

§ Branch customer wait times reduced by up to 34% 

§ Call Center call volume increased 64% with only a 
12% increase of agents

§ The bank had experienced dramatic customer base 
growth in pursuit of its strategic goal to more than 
double its consumer customer base

§ In addition, the bank had also installed new core 
banking and imaging systems.  As a result, the bank 
experienced customer service issues, especially in the 
branch network

§ Customer complaints increased and service problems 
led to customer attrition

§ All of these internal factors were further exacerbated 
by the central bank’s decision to drastically cutting 
foreign banks’ tax burdens in an effort to level the 
playing field between foreign and domestic banks
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§ Program focused on optimizing customers journey 
while building and implementing a best-in-class 
operational excellence platform in the market

§ Optimize customer journey for key retail and 
corporate onboarding

§ Optimize customer experience, reduce TAT’s,  
standardize & digitize delivery

§ Reduce front end processing and  increase customer 
face-time and cross sell opportunities

§ Build of ‘Center of Excellence’ function and  the 
related methodology, to lead the bank in on-going 
business performance improvement efforts

§ Rationalized business processes focused on customer 
value-added activities and efficiency, resulting in a 
significant productivity gain

SUCCESS STORIES
LoBue Successes Story # 4 - Islamic Bank in Kuwait 

Customer Experience Optimization and Operational Excellence Execution

THE OPPORTUNITY

§ Centralized credit and streamlined process reducing 
TAT to 2 Days based on the CBK reflection period

§ All operational work migrated into Operations Center 
of Excellence

§ 80% of  manual processes designed for automation in 
the new digital application 

§ Credit Card Turnaround Time reduced by 64%

§ Murabaha Construction Materials Turnaround Time 
reduced by 73%

§ Murabaha Consumer Finance Turnaround Time 
reduced by 80%

§ Murabaha Auto Financing Turnaround Time reduced 
by 80%

§ Investment Wakala Turnaround Time reduced by 57%

§ In-Branch delivery reduced for ATM Card and PIN by 
60%, Credit Card and PIN by 75% and Cheque Book 
by 40%

§ Significant weaknesses in customer experience & 
services, cause by no formal service management 
program

§ Scattered back-office functions: branch, retail, 
operations - manual operations, duplication & 
unnecessary touch points

§ Policies and procedures are department based not  
products, services and customer journey based

§ High operational risks & many audit risks due to 
below average staff knowledge and training 
capabilities

§ No dedicated service quality function managing 
operational excellence and continuous improvement 
opportunities
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§ Fully define customer experience requirements and 
re-align digital strategy

§ Define a tactical operational roadmap to support 
customer experience/digital objectives

§ Document end-to-end operating environment for 
digital change prioritization

§ Document, design and implement key process 
changes to account for customer experience, digital 
and efficiency objectives

§ Design and implement functional changes including 
skill GAP remediation and performance management 
programs 

§ Create an operational performance center of 
excellence levering shared service capabilities

§ Design and implement a digitally enabled network 
model focused on customer origination and full 
product portfolio sales

SUCCESS STORIES
LoBue Successes Story # 5 – Islamic Bank in GCC 

Customer Experience Optimization and Digital Enablement

THE OPPORTUNITY

§ Developed a comprehensive technology roadmap 
identifying all digital enablement initiatives by area of 
organization

§ Rationalized over 65 processes enterprise-wide including 
the follow enhanced characteristics:

§ 50+ fully digital workflow enabled, including 
automated processing rules, core system 
integration and 100% process visibility 

§ 25+ introduced digital/dynamic multi-lingual 
forms

§ 20+ introduced national ID swipe for customer 
validation and auto data capture 

§ Introduction of Robotic Process Automation to automate 
legacy system integration

§ Optimized 27 functional areas including:
§ Fully defined employee roles including 

requirements in-line with full digital roadmap
§ Employee skills assessment and GAP remediation 

programs 
§ Performance dashboards with KPI’s for operations 

and service
§ Overall program efficiency and experience achievements:

§ 39% increased productivity improvement
§ 67% operational activities elimination
§ Key products origination reduction from 

days/weeks to minutes/hours creating best in 
market processes

§ An aspiring bank was struggling to get past the initial 
stages of its digital strategy 

§ Large investments were made in point solutions to 
address specific innovations requirements, however 
limited deployment which occurred did not 
appreciably impact customer experience

§ Automation was implemented alongside legacy 
processes creating complex environments for both 
employees and customers

§ The IT organization struggled to delivery on-going 
enhancements, overwhelmed with disparate change 
requests

§ ROI was not being achieved as originally planned, 
causing budget shortfalls required for on-going 
investment
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